
Past Future Perfect Simple

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Surely five days _________________________ without a word had not the
plan been deserted.
1.

(not/elapse)
would not have elapsed

___________________________________________ in your good
fortune; and especially our dear Mother, had she been spared to see it!
2.

(how/our dear parents/rejoice/?)

How would our dear Parents have rejoiced

Jefferson must have seen only the female, after all his tramp, from his
description of the color; but he was doubtless following his own great
thoughts more than the bird, else he _________________ an earlier view.

3.

(have)
would have had

If she had shrunk away he ____________________ her, but as though by
instinct she let it rest there.
4.

(seize)
would have seized

_______________________________ if I had gone away with him straight
from Cumberland, before I had ever seen my cousins?
5.

(what/it/signify/?)
What would it have signified

He _____________________ it in the dishes if he hadn't meant it for us.6.
(not/leave)

wouldn't have left

But, as I look back, it seems to me that I had an attitude and aspect of
indignant innocence, with movements of pride, which a great painter
________________________.

7.

(recognize)would have recognized

I ________________________ the subject and worried you, if it were not
necessary.
8.

(not/open)
would not have opened

He was a true hero, else we _____________________ anything to write
about him.
9.

(not/have)
would not have had

If he was guarding something, he _______________________ off and left
us there.
10.

(not/ride)
wouldn't have ridden
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This was only a bachelor's room;
____________________________________________ of the aids to reading
in bed in an ordinarily well-appointed bed-room where the master indulges in
that practice?

11.

(what/the French critic/think/?)

what would the French critic have thought

But for the exposure we _____________________ the prison.12. (empty)would have emptied

It __________________ it much easier for all of us.13. (make)would have made

________________________ idiots to stay away?14. (we/not/be/?)Wouldn't we have been

_________________________ more logical if he had placed his
happiness altogether in another world, where the struggles and torments of
our everyday life are unknown?

15.

(it/not/be/?)

Would it not have been

I ______________________ you a shield against the shock which must
come, but you compel me to wound you to the quick.
16.

(prepare)
would have prepared

If man had been left alone in this world at first, shall I think that he
________________________?
17.

(not/fall)would not have fallen

He was, I take it, the most perfect reasoning and observing machine that
the world has seen; but as a lover, he ____________________ himself in a
false position.

18.

(place)
would have placed

Nevertheless had she not been an attractive woman, he
_________________________ his assistance so willingly.
19.

(not/offer)would not have offered

Things __________________ hard to him.20. (be)would have been
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